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'Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike'
seethes with sibling rivalry at CPH
April 10, 2015
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Life with siblings is not always easy, as is nakedly displayed by the characters in “Vanya and Sonia

and Masha and Spike” (VSMS), now playing at the Cleveland Play House in the Allen Theatre now

through April 26, 2015.

Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike at Cleveland Play House
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Recommended for ages 14+ (the play contains adult situations and innuendo), the Bruce Jordan-

directed piece is a romp into the randy lives of Masha and her boy toy Spike as they invade the

boring lives of their siblings Vanya and Sonia.

The Tony Award-winning comedy “questions our ability to age gracefully in an era of selfies and

Twitter,” while giving subtle nods to the great Anton Chekhov throughout.

According to CPH Artistic Director Laura Kepley, “Durang says that when he was writing the play he

put several ingredients into a ‘comic blender,’ and the intoxicating cocktail that comes out of that

blender is a real treat for audiences. Our CPH production of this Tony Award winner will take it up a

notch with our own special ingredients: comic genius director Bruce Jordan and this hilarious cast. It

is a powerful concoction that will leave audiences giddy and refreshed. The only hangover effect will

be the desire to reconnect with loved ones - even those who drive you crazy.”

Writer Christopher Durang hilariously hits the audience over the head with universal misery that

includes family drama, generational exasperation, and the feeling of missing out on one’s own life.

We’re introduced to Vanya (John Scherer) and Sonia (Toni DiBuono) first, as they leisurely quarrel on

their porch, looking out over the lake. The conversation about coffee goes from courteous to violent

very quickly, and it is very obvious that these tight-knit brother and sister are at each other often. The

staging is a bit stationary as they sit in chairs for much of this, and the banter at times seems slightly

recited. However, the emotions roll gleefully across the stage like waves of creeping doom. They

commiserate about life and comment on Chekhov’s astute observation on the sadness of humanity.

“If everyone took antidepressants, then Chekhov would’ve had nothing to write about!”

Whirling onto the stage like something from another time, the housekeeper Cassandra (Danielle Lee

Greaves) appears and spouts a tornado of mythological Greek warnings. Her delivery is sudden and

bigger-than-life, almost like she’s in her own show. The “warnings” in her impressive monologues are

eloquent and hilarious. The only thing that could make this better is if lights and sound supported her

with some kind of “special” each time she breaks into one of her “BEWARE” moments. It’s just that

"out there."

Amidst Vanya’s astute pondering, Sonya’s miserable grumbling, and Cassandra’s random ranting, the

audience finally meets self-involved, aging movie star Masha (Margaret Reed). She has brought along

her very young, stud-muffin lover, Spike (Gregory Isaac Stone) to partake in the family affair.

Cassandra wails woefully against Masha with further prophecy, and angst approaches the group with

flair.

There seems to be a general unhappiness: Sonia is adopted and was never noticed, Masha is aging
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and missed out on her time to be a “classical” actress rather than a movie star, Cassandra can’t see

past her own gloomy omens.

The men, however, don’t have it so bad. Although wishing he’d gone places and done things in his

life, the aspiring but repressed gay writer doesn’t fall into the excessive sorrow (yet). And aspiring

actor Spike? Well he just wants to take his clothes off and live life to the fullest! Note – his reverse

strip tease is just as drool-inducing as a regular one. Spike isn’t very smart, but he’s certainly nice to

look at.

On top of all of this, Masha announces that she wants to sell the family home! Although she owns the

Pennsylvania property, she’s rarely there to enjoy the blue heron that visits the lake or the cherry

orchard that is not far from the house.

The first act is a long build-up to the group going to a costume party, which also includes the fawning

neighbor girl, Nina (Maren Bush). There’s chaos over costumes, jealousy over romantic interests, and

some moments of self-realization for the dysfunctional group.

Act two explores the characters working out their issues. Sonia is depressed and longing but sees a

new light at the end of the tunnel. Vanya lets out his innermost rage against the youth of today. Masha

deals with her own insecurities. Spike shows off his acting skills and shows his shortcomings.

Cassandra breaks out the voodoo and then makes peace with Masha. Vanya debuts a play he’s been

working on with the help of the vibrant, hopeful youth of Nina.

The original McCarter Theatre (Princeton, 2012), Off-Broadway, and Broadway casts of VSMS included

Sigourney Weaver as Masha, David Hyde Pierce as Vanya, Kristine Nielsen as Sonia, and Billy

Magnussen as Spike.

This CPH company is certainly entertaining, and the set by Bill Clarke is a visual gem, giving us a

sprawling, contemporary rustic estate with rich layers of detail that never stop surprising. Costume

Designer Mimi Maxmen, Sound Designer James C. Swonger and Lighting Designer Ann G. Wrightson

fill out the lush world with a sense of reality in rich coziness.

“Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike” runs now through April 26 in the Allen Theatre at Playhouse

Square. Tickets and information can be found by calling 216-241-6000 or visiting

www.clevelandplayhouse.com.
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